
International affairs of the URIAARK in 2014 

 

During 2014, the international activities of the Institute were carried out due to 

the agreements with foreign archival institutions in accordance with cooperation of 

state archival services. 

Due to the terms of the cooperation agreement between the Ukrainian 

Research Institute of Archival Affairs and Records Keeping with the Belarusian 

Research Institute for Documentation Science and Archival Affairs, permanently 

takes place the mutual informing about work plans, scientific developments, 

conferences, workshops, etc., highlighted at the website of the Institute in the rubric 

«News of the URIAARK Partners», sending newsletters, reports, queries via 

network. Within the framework of agreements on mutual review of research and 

scientific works and dissertations together with Belarusian State University was 

prepared the review on the abstract of the applicant of the University 

E. S. Malchewskyi and the review on the tutorial «Archival Studies» issued by BSU. 

At the request of the All-Russian Scientific and Research Institute of Archives 

and Records Management, in particular the Information Centre for Archival Affairs 

were sent regulations on the order for public stocktaking of the documents of the 

National Archival Holdings and the order for the use of documents of the National 

Archival Holdings of Ukraine owned by the State, local communities to include them 

into the newsletter «The Yevrazika». 

The employees of the Institute participated in international conferences and 

round table meetings: 

 the Eighth International Scientific-Theoretical Workshop «Terminology 

for Records Keeping and Related Disciplines» (Kyiv National University of Culture 

and Arts, May, 30, 2014); 

 the Second International Scientific Conference «Document, Language, 

Society: Theory and Practice» (National Academy of Managerial Staff of Culture 

and Arts, National Historical Library of Ukraine, April, 10–11, 2014); 



 the Round Table «Education: from the Social Ballast to the Locomotive 

for the Development of its Own Economy» (National University «Kyiv-Mohyla 

Academy», September, 10, 2014). 

Strengthening international relations of the URIAARK was promoted by 

participation of the post-graduate of the Institute T. Kuprunets’ in the Fourteenth 

Conference from the cycle of conferences of archives of the Central and Eastern 

Europe «Colloquia Jerzy Skowronek Dedicata». The Conference was organized by 

the General Directorate of State Archives of Poland and the Polish Institute of 

National Remembrance in Warsaw, May, 22–23, 2014. 


